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Introduction: Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, degenerative 
disease of the joint, which causes a high degree of morbidity, 
including loss of mobility and pain. In its early stage, OA is 
characterized by an increase in enzymatic degradation in 
cartilage, resulting in glycosaminoglycan (GAG) depletion.  
Detection of changes in GAG content and distribution are vital for 
early diagnosis of OA and potential treatment monitoring. Many 
MR methods have been developed for imaging of GAG content in 
articular cartilage including delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of 
cartilage (dGEMRIC)1, sodium imaging2, and T1 relaxation in the 
rotating frame (T1ρ)

3. Chemical exchange saturation transfer 
(CEST) is new sensitivity enhancement mechanism that detects 
GAG content in cartilage using exchange between hydroxyl (-
OH) protons on GAG and bulk water protons (gagCEST)4. One of 
the key concerns of current gagCEST imaging techniques is long imaging times, which often limits acquisition to a single slice. Single-slice 
assessment may not fully describe the cartilage variation, may miss focal lesions, and may obscure longitudinal changes5. In this work we 
study the feasibility of whole joint imaging using a new multi-slice gagCEST acquisition strategy optimized for scan time efficiency.  

Methods: All imaging experiments were performed on a 7T whole body scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) with a vendor-supplied 
32-channel volume RF coil under an approved IRB protocol.  Imaging of the ankle was performed on 7 healthy controls (4 male, Age 23-51). 
Eight slices across the tibiotalar cartilage were acquired using a new multi-slice gagCEST sequence consisting of an off-resonance saturation 
pulse train followed by a spoiled gradient-echo center-out multi-partition k-space readout. CEST saturation was optimized for ankle cartilage 
and consisted of a 500 ms saturation pulse train (100 ms pulses, 99% duty cycle) and a B1rms of 75 Hz (1.8 μT). Other imaging parameters 
were: TR/TE = 2.3/4.9ms, flip angle = 12, slice thickness = 3 mm, field of view = 140 × 140 mm2, matrix size = 192 × 192, shot TR = 7 s, 
partitions (shots/multislice readout) = 2. Raw CEST images with varying saturation 
offsets were acquired from ±0.6 to ±1.4 ppm (relative to water resonance) in 0.13 
ppm increments. A total of 10 measurements were acquired for a total scan time of 
3:12. To remove field-inhomogeneity-induced artifacts in gagCEST maps, B1 
(0:28) and ΔB0 (5:08) field maps were acquired and used to correct gagCEST 
maps as previously described6,7. Additionally, images were acquired on the same 8 
slices with a T1ρ magnetization preparation at 6 spin lock times (tSL) (4-84 ms) for 
T1ρ mapping. CEST asymmetry due to GAG was calculated using the B0 corrected 
signal intensity at ±1.0 ppm, the chemical shift of GAG hydroxyl protons, using 
the equation: ⁄ . T1ρ maps were constructed by 
fitting image data at varying tSL to the equation: S(tSL) = ⁄ .  
Results and Discussion:  All ankles had morphologically intact tibiotalar cartilage on proton density weighted MR images. Figure 1 shows 
B0 and B1 corrected gagCESTasym maps of cartilage between the tibia and the talus for 8 slices across the ankle joint of a healthy volunteer.  
Higher gagCESTasym was observed centrally in the joint space. It should be noted that cartilage between the tibia and the talus is two layers of 
cartilage separated by joint fluid. However, the layer of joint fluid is thin and is not expected to exhibit a CEST effect and thus is not 
expected to influence the gagCEST maps. There was good agreement between gagCESTasym maps and T1ρ maps (fig. 2).  Depletion of 
proteoglycans, and thus GAG, results in increased T1ρ relaxation times. As expected, areas of higher GAG content displayed higher 
gagCESTasym and lower T1ρ values in our volunteers. Table 1 shows the mean (± standard deviation) of 
gagCESTasym across 8 slices as well as the coefficient of variation, for each subject.  For the 7 subjects, 
with no observed cartilage lesions, the average gagCESTasym values stayed relatively constant across slices 
suggesting fairly uniform GAG content across the tibiotalar cartilage.  
Our multi-slice gagCEST sequence acquired all the data (CEST, B0, B1) needed to generate high 
resolution and high SNR gagCEST maps of tibiotalar cartilage in under 9 minutes. As slice acquisition was 
interleaved, the effective TR during acquisition for each slice was 39.2 ms (TR x # slices), allowing for 
increased SNR and higher readout flip angles. Centric encoding and multiple partitions meant CEST 
information following the saturation pulse was acquired for low spatial frequencies (center of k-space) well 
before cartilage longitudinal relaxation was able to occur, thus preserving CEST contrast. Higher SNR may 
be beneficial for gagCEST imaging at lower field strengths.  This may also potentially be combined with 
parallel imaging and 3D acquisition (for larger volumes) to allow for whole joint imaging of larger joints, 
such as the knee, in more reasonable scan times.  
Conclusion: This work demonstrated the feasibility of multi-slice gagCEST mapping of articular cartilage. Future work incorporating 
parallel imaging techniques to further decrease scan time will help advance the clinical utility of gagCEST imaging of articular cartilage. 
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Figure 1: GagCESTasym maps (%) of tibiotalar cartilage across 8 slices  

Figure 2: GagCESTasym maps (%) and T1ρ map (ms) of 
tibiotalar cartilage from a single slice 

Table 1: Mean (±SD) and Coefficient of Variation (CV) gagCESTasym across 8 slices for 7 subjects 
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